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Press Release Summary: One of the fastest growing online poker 
rakeback providers, RakebackSTAT.com has recently improved 
services for customers by launching Daily Rakeback Payments for 
players. With daily updated rake stats available, players can now 
request payments at any time during the day, and even multiple 
payments to a variety of processors including Moneybookers, 
ePassporte, Neteller, bank accounts, and online poker accounts at 
Full Tilt Poker, PokerStars and more.  

Press Release Body: RakebackSTAT.com is fast establishing itself as 
one of the industry’s leading rakeback providers with the launch of Daily 
Rakeback Payments for all players. 

Building upon the existing daily rake statistics functionality, 
RakebackSTAT.com now allows players to request rakeback payments 
at any time throughout the day. 

Once logged in, RakebackSTAT.com members can view their daily rake 
statistics for each online poker room they have an account at. Statistics 
for each room update at least once every 24 hours and the ensuing 
rakeback is deposited immediately into each member’s RakebackSTAT 
Account. 

Members are then free to request a payout at any time simply by logging 
in to RakebackSTAT.com and making a payout request through one of 
the many withdrawal methods available, including Moneybookers, 



ePassporte, NETeller, Australian bank account, or online poker 
accounts at Full Tilt Poker, PokerStars, Cake Poker, Eurolinx Poker 
or Absolute Poker. 

There are no restrictions on the number of withdrawals per day and 
members are not limited to one withdrawal method. Members can cash 
out to any account at the listed online poker rooms, even if the requested 
username is not linked to RakebackSTAT. 

The launch of Daily Rakeback Payments is a welcome addition to 
existing features such as daily rake statistics and the Refer-A-Friend 
program, cementing RakebackSTAT.com as one of the emerging 
leaders in the industry. 

About RakebackSTAT.com 
RakebackSTAT.com was created in 2007 by well-known professional 
poker player Jonny Vincent. With experience as both a player and as an 
affiliate, Vincent used his knowledge to create a rakeback program for 
players which addressed the shortcomings he had often experienced. As a 
result, RakebackSTAT.com offers players a combination of features not 
found anywhere else – Daily Rakeback Payments, daily statistics, a 
Refer-A-Friend program, exclusive loyalty deals, and lightning-fast 
customer service. In just six months, RakebackSTAT has already 
reached a monthly turnover of $300,000 and continues to grow at a rapid 
pace. 

About Jonny Vincent 
Jonny Vincent is the driving force behind RakebackSTAT.com and is 
highly respected within the industry. Vincent was heavily involved in the 
Queensland Poker Association, and also in PokerNetwork – Australia’s 
largest and most established poker community website. A professional 
online poker player for many years, Vincent is also a founding member of 
the PokerCrack Forum, and has managed PokerNewsCasino since 
2006. You can find his popular personal blog online at 
http://www.jonnyvincent.com.  
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